
As an individual progresses through an Alzheimer’s/ dementia journey, many changes in that person’s ability to 

communicate will occur. For example, the affected person will most likely experience difficulty finding words to 

accurately express ideas or needs. Familiar words or nonsense words may be substituted for forgotten words, or 

speech may cease all together.

The individual will also most likely experience challenges with understanding words that are being spoken to them, 

especially as the disease progresses. To assist you with maintaining communication with your loved one, we suggest 

the following strategies:

 • Slow down when speaking and allow your loved one extra time to express their thoughts.

 • If your loved one gets “stuck”, gently offer the word you think is being sought.

 •  If a nonsense word is used, do not draw attention to the incorrect word. Instead, try and figure out what your 

loved one was trying to say and respond accordingly.

 •  Your loved one may become frustrated when words are not easily found. Remain calm and supportive in 

helping them to express thoughts.

 •  If your loved one swears at you, remember that the word that was used was probably the one that was most 

accessible at that moment. Try to assist your loved one in dealing with what prompted the negative emotion.

 •  Point, gesture and demonstrate ideas to your loved one. Often, these nonverbal expressions will fill in the 

blanks left when words begin to fail.

 •  Be cautious of relying on reasoning or logic when communicating with your loved one. This type of thinking 

may often become too complex for those with dementia.

 •  Be careful not to correct them if they say something that is untrue. Instead, create a diversion by reminiscing 

on a happy memory or asking for their assistance with something. You could even join your loved one’s 

perception of reality and respond accordingly. This will help to decrease stress for both of you, and can help 

you connect on a more personal level.
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